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Abstract
A series of different discharge configurations suitable for surface treatment
at atmospheric pressure is discussed, including a non-thermal modular radio
frequency (13.56, 27.12 or 40.78 MHz) jet plasma.

The capacitively coupled configuration allows the operation with both rare
gases (e.g. Ar) and reactive gases (N2, air, reactive admixtures of silicon-
containing compounds). Several capillaries are arranged in an array to allow
plasma assisted treatment of surfaces including non-flat geometries. Optical
emission spectroscopy, mass spectrometry and measurements of the axial and
radial temperature profiles are used to characterize the discharge.

The surface energy of different polymer materials is significantly enhanced
after plasma treatment. Many applications are possible, such as plasma
activation of surfaces for adhesion control, surface cleaning, plasma enhanced
CVD, plasma cleaning, plasma activation and biomedical applications.

1. Introduction

Non-thermal plasmas have been used in a series of surface treatment applications throughout
the last few decades, e.g. for semiconductor processing or optical coatings. The majority of
plasma assisted technologies are based on low pressure processes. In recent years, however,
non-thermal atmospheric pressure discharges have attracted considerable interest for use in
surface modification techniques [1].

The term ‘surface modification’ stands for a multitude of different processes:

• Etching is associated with a removal of bulk material, associated with a perceptible
loss of mass. Chemical reactions take place, characterized by the formation of gaseous
products containing bulk atoms. A typical example is the structuring of microelectronic
or micromechanic devices.
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• Cleaning is defined as the removal of films attached to the surface of bulk material, e.g.
oxides or impurities, mainly as a preparation step for following treatments which are not
necessarily plasma processes.

• Plasma radiation, in particular in the UV-range, can trigger material degradation. One
example is the photo-induced deposition of metallic films. Another application is the
treatment of pathogens for the decontamination of surfaces.

• Functionalization is a variation of the distribution of functional groups by controlled
introduction of new groups or the removal of present groups. Applications involve the
promotion of adhesion or release, changing the surface energy for better printability
or control of the wettability, and chemically selective surface functionalization with
biomedical applications.

• Deposition is the growth of films several nanometres to a few micrometres thick from
gaseous thin film precursors on the surface of bulk material, e.g. plasma-enhanced
chemical vapour deposition (PECVD).

Surface modifications are aimed at controlling the influence of surface properties, such as the
mechanical and tribological (increased hardness), optical (modification of the refractive index,
decorative films), chemical (surface energy) and electrical characteristics (conductivity).

Typical applications of atmospheric-pressure based processes involve preparation steps
for following surface treatments (e.g. surface cleaning for paints, etc), promotion of adhesion
on the surface, photo-induced metallization, structuring and film deposition for corrosion
protection or diffusion barriers [2]. A limited number of these applications (e.g. the treatment
of polymer foils for increased printability) are currently used on an industrial scale.

The industrial reference with which the innovative atmospheric pressure plasma competes
today, is often a low pressure plasma technology. The transition to atmospheric pressure,
however, provides several advantages:

• The investment costs are significantly reduced. The industrial application requires no
vacuum equipment. Batch processing can be avoided, thus simplifying the implementation
of plasma process steps into existing production lines.

• The treatment of delicate surfaces is possible. Materials with high vapour pressure, inner
walls or hollow bodies can be processed.

• The higher density of neutral particles can lead to higher reaction rates for certain gas
phase processes.

The activities related to the modification of surfaces are focussed on the treatment of larger areas
and the treatment of 3D features and structures. The treatment of larger areas is aggravated by
several drawbacks of atmospheric pressure discharges.

1. The constriction of glow discharges at elevated pressures p: for a glow discharge, operated
at the normal region of the voltage–current characteristic, the current density scales
with p2. Hence, the cross section of the discharge is reduced for a constant discharge
current and increasing pressure, leading to a small discharge volume.

2. Instabilities, namely glow-to-arc transition, must be avoided.
3. Corona discharges and dielectric barrier discharges, as traditional high pressure non-

thermal discharges, are considered to behave strongly inhomogeneously in time and space.
Moreover, the standard, planar geometries of these discharge types are restricted to flat
substrates due to the small inter-electrode distance of a few millimetres.

From a perspective of surface treatment, larger homogeneous plasmas are desirable. Solutions
for larger plasmas involve the assembly of a series of individual discharges to form a larger
array [3], or the homogeneous mode of the DBD, also called the atmospheric pressure glow
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discharge (APG) [4]. This mode is characterized by the absence of filaments and by the
presence of a uniform glow which is highly reminiscent of a low pressure glow discharge.
It can be clearly distinguished by the presence of a single dominant current pulse per half
period of the discharge cycle. As in a glow discharge at a low pressure, one can distinguish a
Townsend mode with a low discharge current and a glow mode which exhibits a few similarities
to a sub-normal glow discharge as it exhibits a Faraday dark space and a quasi-neutral region
(column) [5]. One should remark, though, that the current density, even in the glow mode, is
several orders of magnitude below the current density of a typical low pressure glow discharge.
Several technical solutions for surface treatment using APGs exist, e.g. for the deposition of
thin silicon–organic films for corrosion protection of aluminium [6].

An increased inter-electrode distance for planar geometries, while providing larger areas,
can be achieved with structured electrodes. Introducing additional electric circuits for the
cathodes leads to micro-hollow-cathode arrays [7] and to capillary plasma electrode discharges
[3]. A bright, uniform glow is observed. The authors object that the hollow cathode effect
might play a role. Relatively high current densities ofJ ∼ 80 mA cm−2 are reported, along with
electron densities as high as 1012 cm3 and power densities of 1.5 W cm−3. These discharges
are used mainly as sources of efficient excimer radiation. However, technical plasma sources
for the treatment of polymer foils have been developed too [8].

The treatment of 3D features and structures is achieved with microplasmas that operate
inside the structures, a new application being plasma printing [9]. The discharges within a
DBD configuration are limited to the surface features such as holes or trenches, thus providing
a treatment exclusively inside the structures. Hence, structured surfaces can by processed
without masking techniques.

Moreover, plasmas created by microwaves play a certain role in non-thermal surface
treatment at elevated pressures. One example is the treatment of the inner walls of PET bottles
for microbe decontamination [10]. The reduction of Aspergillus niger and Bacillus subtilis by
five orders of magnitude has been proved. Microwave plasma jets have been used for local
etching of quartz surfaces with an etch rate of 75 mg min−1 [11].

Jet geometries, which are evoked by an enhanced gas flow, partly in combination with
the electric field, can be used for both the treatment of larger areas and the treatment
of three-dimensional features or microstructures. Jets are created out of several plasma
types, among them thermal torches, corona discharges, DBDs, microwave discharges and
rf discharges [12–17].

Here, a modular rf capillary jet at 27 MHz has been studied, and typical applications for
surface modifications are demonstrated.

2. Experimental

Two basic construction principles have been investigated. The first is characterized by a pair of
outer ring electrodes (rf and grounded) and operates exclusively with rare gases (e.g. argon) as
feed gas (figure 1, left). Due to the field geometry, electrical breakdown can occur through the
ambient air on the outside of the capillary if the source is operated with molecular gases. The
rf voltage is coupled to the source via a matching network to one of the outer ring electrodes
around a quartz capillary (inner diameter 1.0 mm). The gas flows through the capillary. The
capillaries can be arranged in arrays. The second source geometry (type II) is distinguished by
a centre rod electrode inside the quartz capillary (inner diameter 2.5 mm) and one grounded
ring electrode (figure 1, right). With this geometry the set of operating gases is extended to
molecular gases (e.g. N2, air). At considerable gas flows of more than 5 slm per capillary, the
material costs are significantly lowered if cheaper gases are used. Coaxial tubes with additional
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Figure 1. Schematic drawing of source modules for type I (left, operation in rare gases, e.g. Ar)
and type II (right, operation in molecular gases e.g. N2, air). (1) OES and MS position afterglow,
(2) plasma jet, (3) outer grounded ring electrode, (4) OES and MS position active plasma, (5a)
outer rf electrode, (5b) rf rod electrode, (6) quartz capillary, (7) feed gas.

Figure 2. Schematic plot of a technical version of the capillary jet with an additional precursor
channel for thin film deposition and photograph of the fabrication. (1) Plasma jet, (2) outer
grounded ring electrode, (3) inner rf rod electrode, (4) inner quartz capillary, (5) buffer gas channel,
(6) precursor channel for feed gas with reactive admixture.

(This figure is in colour only in the electronic version)

channels have been constructed to keep delicate thin film precursors away from the powered
electrode tip, thus reducing unwanted precursor degradation and coating of the electrode tip.
A version with an outer precursor channel, along with a photograph of the fabrication, is shown
in figure 2.

Ar and N2 served as the carrier gases in the experiments, with flow rates of 3–10 slm per
module. The gas mixtures had small additions of silane (SiH4) in the ppm range. Additional
thin film deposition experiments were carried out using admixtures of two silicon–organic
precursors hexamethyldisiloxane ((CH3)3–Si–O–Si–(CH3)3, HMDSO) and ((C2H5O)4–Si,
TEOS) in the permil range.
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Optical emission spectroscopy (OES) was performed using a photodiode array
spectrometer (TranSpec®-DSP). The optical emission of the plasma was transfered to
the spectrometer using optical fibres. The light entrance of the fibre is located side-on to
the modules as indicated by the arrows in figure 1, pointing either to the active region between
the electrodes (arrow 4, figure 1) or to the afterglow region of the plasma (arrow 1, figure 1).

The composition of the neutral gas mixture of the discharge was measured using a
quadrupole mass spectrometer (Balzers Omnistar, mass range 300 amu). The gas was extracted
using a heated capillary (150 cm length, 150 µm diameter) which served as a differential pump
stage. The quartz nozzle of the capillary was located directly downstream of the discharge
where the reacted exhaust gas is extracted at the very position of the optical fibre, denoted
the afterglow region (arrow 1, figure 1). Other experiments were carried out with the nozzle
pushed into the tube of the plasma source (up to the point indicated by arrow 4, figure 1),
denoted as the active region, to analyse the reactive gas mixture and to avoid dilution of the
reactive gas with gas components from the ambient air which were not been exposed to the
plasma. The electron impact energy inside the ion source of the instrument was kept constant
at 70 eV during the experiments.

The axial and radial temperature profiles of the jet were obtained by fibre optical tem-
perature measurement (Luxtron model 755). Luminescent magnesium fluorogermanate was
excited with a Xe-flash lamp, and the temperature dependent fluorescent signal was monitored.

Surface treatment was carried out on bipolar oriented polypropylene (BOPP) foils and
water repellent non-woven substrates. The substrates were fixed on a rotating bobbin with the
plasma source fixed and pointing perpendicular to the substrate at distances between 3 and
6 mm, thus enabling dynamic plasma treatment with a defined velocity. After treatment, the
resulting water contact angle was determined using GBX Digidrop.

3. Results and discussion

The different excitation conditions of molecular gases compared to rare gases lead to much
higher ignition voltages for operation with molecular gases (e.g. N2). The design of source
type II with a centre rod ensures high electric fields at the tip of the electrode. The material of
the inner electrode is a tungsten alloy which reduces the electrode erosion during operation to a
certain extent. As has been pointed out in an earlier study [18], no erosion of the pin electrode
(no distinct changing of the electrode shape and performance) could be detected after operation
for several hours. However, depending on the gas flow, when adding film producing agents
(SiH4 or HMDSO/TEOS), a piece of removable deposit develops at the electrode tip.

The erosion depends greatly on the parameters of the gas flow and power, which need to
be coordinated. The sources are operational for applied powers of between 5 and 25 W per
module and carrier gas flows between 3 and 10 slm per module. A further reduced gas flow
limits the operation of the jet. It leads to an unwanted increase in the tip temperature due to
reduced cooling by the gas stream.

The optical emission obtained in an Ar, N2/SiH4 discharge is plotted in figure 3. The
active discharge region is compared to the afterglow of the same discharge. The spectrum of
the Ar discharge with admixtures of N2/SiH4 is characterized by two characteristic wavelength
regions where the major part of the emission is found. The upper wavelength region between
700 and 850 nm contains mainly Ar lines whereas the lower region is dominated by nitrogen,
silane species and Ar lines. The moderate spectral resolution of the instrument does not permit a
doubtless line identification. Therefore we presume that the emissions in the Ar/SiH4 discharge
are produced by Ar, Ar+, N, NO, Si, Si+ and SiH. The intense UV radiation in the silane
containing discharge may be responsible for an effective surface activation. A comparison of
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Figure 3. Optical emission spectra (source type I) of, Ar, N2/SiH4 discharge at 30 W obtained at
afterglow (top) and side-on at active region (bottom).

the afterglow and active emission shows a much more pronounced nitrogen emission in the
afterglow. This might be caused by additional N2 from ambient air which dilutes the process
gas in the afterglow.

Simultaneously, mass spectra have been measured. A mass spectrum of the SiH4

containing mixture has been presented in an earlier work [18]. The mass spectrum of SiH4

is characterized by mass peaks at m/z 28, 29, 30 and 31, which belong to the ions Si+, SiH+,
SiH+

2 and SiH+
3, produced from SiH4 by dissociative electron impact inside the ion source of

the instrument. The signals of the ions SiH+
2 (base peak) and SiH+

3 (0.77 relative intensity to
base peak) [19] were used to monitor the SiH4 content in the discharge. The mass spectra are
dominated by the peaks of the respective carrier gas and the inert component (Ar or N2) with
which the silane is diluted. Moreover, signals originating from the ambient air and water are
found. It becomes evident from a comparison of the mass spectra before and after ignition of
the discharge that the level of the signals from SiH4 is very low and—moreover—superimposed
by peaks of N2/air. However, the peaks representing SiH4 are depleted after ignition, indicating
that part of the SiH4 is removed from the gas phase due to dissociation and chemical reactions
in the plasma and deposition on the surface. Another evidence of chemical reactions is the
observation of a slight increase in the signals at m/z 60 and 62 during discharge operation.
This indicates that a synthesis of Si-compounds with higher molecular weights (presumably
Si2H6 or Si3H8) occurs. Both compounds produce the fragment ions Si2H+

4 (m/z 60) and Si2H+
6

(m/z 62) [20,21]. Whereas the SiH4 content reaches maximum values without a discharge (no
reactions of the base material), the signals of the synthesized products with higher molecular
weights (Si2H6 or Si3H8) attain maximum intensities at moderate powers, indicating that their
production is not effective at higher powers, where the signal decreases. An increase in the
SiH4 gas flow leads to the expected rise in both signals (SiH+

2 and Si2H+
4). The signals of Si2H+

4
and Si2H+

6 vanish after the discharge is extinguished.
The effectiveness of the conversion of the SiH4 in the discharge is demonstrated in figures 4

and 5. The mass spectrometric signals of SiH+
2 are plotted for the active region and for the

afterglow, depending on the gas flow and the power consumption. Figure 4 shows the absolute
ion currents of SiH+

2. An exponential signal increase is observed in the active region, indicating
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Figure 4. Gas flow dependence of SiH+
2 ion signal in the mass spectrometer for two different

regions (30 W, source type I).

Figure 5. SiH+
2 ion signal in the mass spectrometer, relative to signal without discharge, over

applied electrical power (source type I).

that the gas supply is sufficient to leave an increasing part of the SiH4 unreacted. A relatively low
and constant signal is found in the afterglow, when the feed gas has passed the discharge volume
completely. The SiH4 is effectively transformed in the discharge. This case is representative of
the location of the substrate during plasma treatment. Only at higher SiH4 concentrations (gas
flows above 2 sccm per module) is a similar signal increase characteristic of the active region
observed in the afterglow too, indicating that the major part of the SiH4 leaves the plasma
source without conversion. The reduction of the raw material at increasing power due to
dissociation, chemical reactions and material deposition is shown in figure 5. Here, the values
relative to the ion signal without a discharge are plotted. The signal decays exponentially with
increasing power, as is illustrated by the semi-logarithmic plot. The remaining SiH4 is reduced
to approximately 10% of the initial value without a discharge.

The results of the temperature measurements, the power and gas flow dependences along
with the axial and radial temperature profiles, are presented in figures 6–8. The data indicate
that the substrate remains at a moderate temperatures about 60 ˚C for medium applied powers
and gas flows. The temperature can be reduced to room temperature with higher gas flows,
whereas it is increased to values up to 100 ˚C for low gas flows and higher powers (figure 6).
The axial temperature profiles (figure 7) are relatively constant and decrease towards the
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Figure 6. Surface temperature over applied rf power for different gas flows (single module, source
type II, 10 mm from source tip).

Figure 7. Axial temperature profiles for different applied powers (single module, source type II).

afterglow to about 70% of the value at the source tip, whereas the radial profile (figure 8)
displays the expected decline.

4. Applications

The experiments with reactive gas mixture described here, generally, lead to an increase in the
surface energy.

Hence, an increase in the wettability of different tissue materials was observed. This
is demonstrated in figure 9, where the initial absorption time of water droplets after plasma
treatment is plotted, which means the time needed for the material to fully soak up a standard
water volume. Two paper tissue models (labelled ‘S’ and ‘H’), with different wettability values
before plasma treatment (bars labelled ‘Ref.’) are compared. Treatment experiments with
varying power, gas flow and mixture (labelled 1 to 4) lead to a consistently lowered absorption
time. The removal of chemical additives from tissue material to increase the wettability is an
application. Dynamic treatment of water repellent impregnated cellulose is shown in figure 10.
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Figure 8. Radial temperature profiles for different applied powers (single module, source type II).

m
s

Figure 9. Initial absorption of two different paper tissue materials before and after plasma treatment.

Here, the contact angle obtained after plasma treatment is plotted against the position of the
source. The treated region between 10 and 85 mm is clearly visible, with the treatment width
of 70 mm marked.

The plasma activation of surfaces for enhancement of the printability or adhesion control
of foils or solid substrates is another application. The contact angle of BOPP after treatment
is shown in figure 11. The treatment width of 25 mm with contact angles of 70˚ is clearly
distinguished from the untreated regions to the left and right which remain at the initial values
of 110˚ or 115˚.

The addition of TEOS or HMDSO to the carrier gas leads to a deposition of an SiOx-like
film; applications include increasing the scratch resistance of polymeric materials or enhancing
the barrier properties against gases, polyolefins or water. The films are solid, transparent and
homogeneous, with an increased surface energy as compared to the polymeric substrate. The
deposition process was performed with a moving substrate. A dynamic deposition rate of up
to 150 nm-s−1-cm2 was obtained per single module. The film thickness was measured using
a surface profiler over a step in the film which was produced for this purpose. Figure 12
shows an SEM picture of such a step in a deposited film from a TEOS containing mixture on
a polycarbonate sample.
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Figure 10. Water contact angle of lignin-impregnated cellulose over treatment position (20 dynamic
treatments, 20 m min−1, 70 mm treatment width).

Figure 11. Water contact angle of BOPP foil over treatment position (three dynamic treatments,
20 m min−1, 25 mm treatment width).

The chemical reactivity of the plasma along with the intense UV radiation results in a
number of other technological applications.

The decontamination of biomedical surfaces or the removal of germs has been shown [22].
The removal of germs by the plasma jet depends on the type of germs and the operation
parameters of the plasma jet. In the case of vegetative germs, operation with rare gases leads
to a significant reduction under normal pressure conditions, whereas for spores chemically
reactive compounds are necessary.

The second set of applications involves plasma cleaning of surfaces, i.e. removal of organic
substances from the surface.

5. Conclusion

Non-thermal atmospheric plasmas are currently in use for various surface treatment processes.
Their technological level is astonishingly high, despite their relatively short time span of
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Figure 12. SEM Photograph of a step in a film on polymer substrate (film deposition from TEOS).

development as compared to established low pressure plasma processes. They exhibit a notable
versatility in terms of geometry, gases and parameters. They can be scaled up to large areas.

New jet plasma devices have been developed to overcome the limitations of flat substrate
geometries.

A non-thermal, modular capillary jet (13.56, 27.12 or 40.78 MHz) at atmospheric pressure
can be used for a variety of surface modifications. The design allows operation in Ar and in
N2. Further addition of silicon containing reactive admixtures is possible without reducing the
lifetime of the plasma source when kept at a low concentration. In conjunction with optical
emission spectrometry, mass spectrometry and surface diagnostics, it is possible to attribute
the relevant surface modification to certain plasma properties and to optimize the process. The
substrate temperature remains at moderate temperatures between 40 and 60 ˚C for medium
conditions.

The plasma source modules can either be arranged in arrays, thus allowing the treatment
of larger surfaces, or applied to non-flat substrates.

The special advantage of modular plasma jets at atmospheric pressure is the usage of
a remote plasma which offers a nearly back coupling free operation and the possibility of
electrically floating substrates. The geometry allows treatment of 3D structures, and the
modularity provides the advantages of redundancy and easy up-scaling.

The significant enhancement of the surface energy of the substrates along with the high
chemical reactivity and intense UV radiation in the plasma and the afterglow provide a potential
for numerous applications which need to be subjected to further evaluation. Understanding
of the discharge physics and plasma chemistry remains a challenging task with great inherent
potential.
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